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Abstract

A relatively new thermal spray system, the TOP GUN High Velocity Oxy Fuel (HVOF)

system, ha; been developed which is able to deposit coatings of high quality. The supplier's

parameters, however, do not always obtain the quality that the system is supposed to achieve.

This has led into an investigation of the effect of spray parameters on the quality and properties

of the coating.

The investigation ass. es that the coating quality and properties are influenced by the coating

particle impact temperature. The gun parameters which affect the particle impact temperature

are spray distance, volume flow rate, oxygen fuel ratio and the combustion chamber size.

Samples sets with varying spray distances were sprayed with 88/12 tungsten carbide I nickel

(WC/Ni} k .der onto 15 mm diameter copper tubing. In each set one of the gun parameters

which affect the particle impact temperature was changed: The samples were then analysed

with respect to deposit efficiency, wear resistance, hardness and microstructure.

The results show that the deposit efficiency is directly proportional to the wear resistance. The

hardness 25 well as the porosity level of the coating are not related to the wear resistance of the

coating.

It appears that the deposit efficiency and wear resistance of a coating is related to the bonding

of the coating particles to one another. If the coating particle remains bonded during the wear

process the material loss is limited to the wear of the we in the coating particles. If the

coating particle is disbonded during the wear process the material loss is directly proportional

to the bond strength of the particles.

The mechanisms which affect the wear resistance of a coating are not the same as those which

affect the hardness. The hardness trends are thus not related to the wear resistance trends.

Since the coating consists of a composite of we and Ni it is the concentration of the we
which determines- the hardness of the coating. If the Ni content in a coating particle becomes

liquid due to overheating, it will flatten severely on impact allowing some of the we to be

repelled and be lost to the coating. This loss in 'VIC results in a reduction of hardness.
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1. Introduction

Thermal spray techniques have been used for more than eight decades'. During this time, a

number of different thermal spray processes have been developed". The improvement of

these processes has brought with it the increase in applications and of spray materials'.

Thermally sprayed coatings enhance the protection of components which are exposed to severe

.avlronments. Problems relating to abrasion, erosion, corrosion, oxidation and overheating

can be solved by applying the correct coating material. Furthermore, thermally sprayed

coatings are often used to build up undersized components. Coatings from a wide range of

materials are suitable for spraying. These include various metals, ceramics, composites and

even some plastics'.

Thermally sprayed coatings have frequently not been considered for application due to their

weak bond strengths of typically 10 MPa and high porosity levels lying between 5 and 10 per

cent'. Research has therefore been 'llfgeted towards increased bond strengths, reduced

porosity and increased coating life".

A new thermal spray process, known as the high velocity oxygen-fuel (HVOF) process, has

been developed in the last decade. This process passes hot combustion gases through a

diverging supersonic nozzle to accelerate the coating particles to high velocities of the order of

900 m/s. before they impact onto the component'.

One of these commercially available HVOF systems is known as the TOP GUN HVOF

system. This system is capable of producing coatings of a high density of less than 0.1 per

cent porosity'. The parameters supplied by the manufacturers of the TOP GUN are, however,

often not optimised and are limited to the coating powders which they supply. This has led to

an investigation of the variables which affect the coating properties.

During the thermal spray process particles are heated and accelerated through a gas stream to

flatten and bona onto a substrate. The manner in which the particles flatten affects the

metallographic properties as wen as the wear, corrosion and heat resistant properties of the

coatings 1.3. The flattening of the particles onto the substrate is dependent mainly on the particle
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imps..ct velocity and temperature1•2•3• Nakagawa" et al, however, have shown that the flattening

of a molten impacting particle does not improve significantly above partic1e impact velocities

of 50 m/s when sprayed with the arc spray system. The impact velocities of the coatings

sprayed with the TOP GUN' system are of the order of, 900 m/s 3. Changes in particle

velocities are thus unlikely to have an effect on the coating i'roperties.

The particle impact temperature is thus the prime parameter to affect the properties of the

coating. The particle impact temperature is dependent on the flame temperature and dwell

time ill the flame':'. The flame temperature, ill turn, is dependent on the fuel type and oxygen-

fuel ratio. whilst the dwell time is dependent on the combustion chamber size and spray

dlstance+" .

This project intends to investigate the effect of spray parame.ers on the properties of 88/12

WC!Ni coatings sprayed with the TOP GUN thermal spray system. By choosing a range of

the above mentioned parameters and analysing the effect of the parameters OIl the coating

properties, a process can be developed which optimises the properties of the coating.

In order to fully optimise the process a fu"i range of tests would have to be run on a matrix

basis. Due to limited equipment time and budget only a slice of the parameters could be

sprayed for testing. Therefore the emphasis of this dissertation is focused around the trends

and qualitative analysis of the trends.

By running through these processes a cheap, quick and easy tethodology of evaluating

coatings -vill be established.

2



2. Literature Survey

2.1. The Therme Spray Process

Thermal spraying is a coating process whereby molten or semi-molten particles of either metal,

caroide, ceramic or plastic are accelerated through a gas stream onto a prepared substrate'.

The coating material is available in <ther powder or wire form. The thermal spray systems

use either electric current or combustion to heat the material to a molten or semi-molter state.

The high pressure gases emitted by the thermal spray gun accelerate the particles to the

substrate where they impact and flatten to rorm a coating. As the particles flatten they take 0/1

the shape of the substrate and adhere via an interference fit1,6,7. In some cases a certain amount

of metallurgical fusion or diffusion may also take place to enhance bonding1•6•7• As the

particles continue to impinge (into the substrate the flattened particles bond to one another

forming a coating. A schematic representation of the coating process is shown in Figure 2.1.

Oxide inclusions Pores/votes Cohesive strenqth Particle Su~strate
between particles

Adhesion to
• substrate

Figure 2.1-Schemaric presentation of the formation of a thermally sprayed coating!.
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Figure 2.2-Schematic model of the flattening of a particle on impact onto the substrate'
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In order to understand the theory surrounding thermal spray coatings one needs to investigate

the coating as well as the coating process. The characteristics of a coating as well as some of

the properties can become apparent when viewed under a microscope':". A schematic model

of the formation and solidification of a single flanened particle is shown in Figure 2.2. The

melt-flow characteristics of the particle on impact is dependent on the particle temperature,

melting point, superheat, viscosity, velocity and interaction with the substrate. 3·6

In order for the particle to flatten uniformly it is important that the particle is heated evenly

throughout its mass and that it is ir a semi-molten state. Solid particles will tend to rebound

off the substrate", while liquid particles win tend to splash, forming peripheral, spherical

droplets. These droplets tend to show poor quality bonding' which may result in porosity 1,3,5.

If the substrate is angular and rough, the particles are able to attach themselves onto the

substrate via an interference fit. If the underlying substrate is smooth, the particles are unable

to interlock with the substrate.

All coatings shrink during cooling causing tensile stresses to form in a coating. If the tensile

stresses of a coating are too high the coating may crack and disbond. Thus for a coating to

bond, the adhesion forces have to be stronger than the corrraction forces'?".

4



If a coating is sprayed too thick, the coating may crack. This occurs when the contraction

forces (between 200 and 600 MPa, depending on material) exceed the tensile strength of the

coating". The thermally sprayed coating is therefore limited in thickness. This thickness lirait

is material and process dependent and is usually of the order of 200 urn - 800 urn' U2.

2.2. Coating Qualgty

The thermal spraying process may introduce many defects to a coating which affect the

characteristics and therefore the quality of the coating. Traditionally, the quality of a coating is

generally defined by three parameters' which all require destructive testing for evaluation:

- Porosity

- Bond Strength

- Homogeneity

If these parameters show good integrity then the physical properties of the coating, i.e.

mechanical strength, wear, corrcsion and heat resistance should be of the correct quality.

2.2.1. Porosity

The porosity of a coating is defmed in terms of the percentage of microvoids per unit

volume of coating. In order to determine the porosity levels of a coating a cross-

sectional micrograph of the coating is examined under a microscope", The percentage

porosity is calculated with the aid of an image analyser".

The presence of porosity is believed to be due to insufficient impact deformation of the

particle'". Porosity can be decreased by increasing the amount of deformation or

flattening of the particle on impact with the substrate. Particle flattening is a function

of the impact temperature and veloclty':".

5
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Particle Temperature - Particle temperature is determined by the temperature

of the flame and the particle dwell time in the tlame'?". Heating occurs inside

the nozzle as weU as in the exiting flame. With spray distance, however, the

flame temperature drops due to the increasing air entrainmert in the flame. As

a result the coating particle is also cooled. The temperature of the coating

p,'\ti~"lethus reaches a peak, after which it reduces with spray distance. The

optimum particle impact temperature is the temperature at which the particle is

;'J a semi-molten state.

Particle Velocity - When the combustion gases are passed through the gun

r.ozzle, the flame velocity may reach a peak of over 1200 mis(3). The particles

are accelerated in the gas stream. The particle velocity is thus directly related

to the gas velocity as well as the dwell time in the gas stream. Adjustment of

the flow of exiting gases as well as the spray distance would, therefore, affect

the velocity of the particIe1•3•5•6•

2.2.2. Bond Strength

The bond strength of a coating is the sum of the adherence bond strength, or

interlocking bond strength, and the metallurgical bond strength and/or chemical bond

strength between the coating particle and the underlying substrate3.4.5.7.

Adherence Bonding - The degree of adherence depends largely on how many

interlocking points a flattened particle will be in contact with, which is highly

dependent on the underlying surface. The probability, however, of increasing

the number of interlocking points is directly proportional to the area to which

the particle L" exposed t03• The particJe bonding is increased by increasing the

amount of flattening and angular roughness of the substrate.
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Metallurgical Bonding - The metallurgical and or chemical bond between the

coating particle and the underlying surface is dependent on the degree of

oiffusion, adsorption and chemical reaction that the particle undergoes. These

processes are vastly enhanced when the substrate surface is clean and oxide free

and when the particle and substrate temperatures are increased'v?".

2.2.3. Homogeneity

The homogeneity of a coating is a qualitative measure which is generally defined with

respect tv the following:

Phase Distribution - The finer and more even the phase distribution within the

coating, the more even the properties of the coating. The coating quality.

therefore, improves with increasing homogeneity in phase distribution.

Oxide Content - If the particles are exposed to oxygen while in their semi-

molten or molten stage they may be, depending 011 their chemical composition,

highly susceptible to oxidation. Oxide formation on the particle will be

transmitted onto the coating. The oxide -content will change the chemical

composition, structure of the coating as well as the physical properties of the

coating with respect to wear and corrosion resistance.

Unmolten Particles - Unmolten particles can be imbedded into the coating due

to the particles not being sufficiently heated or particles being over-cooled.

Unmolren particles are distinctly round in appearance. Unmolten particles due

to their low surface area to volume ratio and low wettability show poor bonding

characteristics. The coating quality could, therefore, be affected by the amount

and size of unmolten particles present in a coating.

Interparticle Bonding - Interparticle bonding can be analysed to a limited

extent. Defects between particles can often be observed. The quality of the

coating improves with the reduction of interparticle defects.

7



2.3. Thermal Spray Systems

There are five different thermal spray systems ,).vailable to industry. These are the

flame spray, the arc spray, the plasma, the detonation and the high velocity oxygen-fuel

(HVOF) systems':'.

2.3.1. The Flame Spray System

The flame spray system uses powder that is gravity fed into the centre of an

oxygen-acetylene flame. The powder is subsequently heated and accelerated by

the flame where it bonds with the substrate to form a coating. A schematic

representation of the flame spray system is shown in Figure 2.3.

lr---------4in.·l0in.- --'
(102 to 254 mml

Figure 2.3-Schernatic representation of the flame spray system'.

.•
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The flame spray system is portable. Due to the high temperature of the

oxygen-acetylene flame (2300 °C) the range of materials that can be sprayed

include plastics, metals, carbides and some ceramics'. The particle impact

velocities is relatively low when using this system. The coating properties tend

to be inferior, in particular with respect to bond strength and coating porosity .

2.3.2. The Arc Spray System

l
1 Wire

Atomizing nozzle

1 Wire

Figure 2.4-Schematic representation of the arc spray system'.
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The arc spray system uses two consumable wire electrodes which are guided to

a common point by a wire feeder. An electrical potential difference is placed

between the wire electrodes, resulting in an an. forming at the junction point.

The two wires melt and compressed air is forced through the molten pool,

atomising the molten metal into fine particles and accelerating them onto the

substrate', Figure 2.4 shows the schematic representation of the arc spray

system.

This process shows improved coating quality compared to the flame spray

system. This is largely due to the considerably higher particle velocity of the

arc spray system. This system is also portable. Since the particles are

accelerated by air there is a high tendency for oxide formation. Due to the

nature of the system, only conductive material, in wire form, can be used. This

includes wires with powder cores'.

2.3.3. Plasma Spray System

A schematic drawing of the plasma spray system is shown in Figure 2.5. The

plasma spray system uses a plasma flame to heat and accelerate powder

particles onto a substrate. The plasma gun consists of a positive potential

electrode and a negative anode nozzle, Inert gas is fed between the electrode

and the anode. A plasma flame is formed, which can exceed 10000 °C, and is

passed through the anode nozzl-'. The powder is then fed tangentially into the

flame, and is heated and accelerated onto the substrate to fom, 1 coating.

10



An: gasI
Electrical (-)
conn«:tiOl1
and water cut

·---2·1/2ili.-6in.---
(64 to ~52 i':'ml Prepaired

substrl~eI

IL. . _
Figure 2.S-Schematic drawing of the plasma spray system',

The plasma flame system, due to its high temperature, has the ability 10 spray

high melting point materials. It is thus the only system. which can successfully

spray ceramics such as Zirconia'. Some rmterials, such as Tungsten Carbide,

are volatile at high temperatures and run the risk of changing their chemical

composition whilst being sprayed. Different coating properties might therefore

be obtained. Very dense and high quality coatings, can ibe obtained with the

plasma system.

The main disadvantage of the plasma system is the lack of portability 8'1!a high

running and equipment costs.

11
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2.3.4. The De!tonation System

The detonation system uses the detonation of an oxygen-acetylene gas mixture

to accelerate the powder onto the substrate. The system uses a long barrel into

which the oxygen-fuel gases and the powder are feet. The mixture is ignited by

a spark which results in a detonation front. This detonation from can accelerate

panicles up to a velocity of 760 mls I. Multiple detonations are made every

second resulting in a build up of a coating. The excellent particle flattening

taracteristics, when using this system, gives the coating a superior coating

quality with extremely high bond strengths and low porosity levels'. A

schematic representation of the detonation system is shown in Figure 2.6.

1

Spark plug "'7 Spre,yedK' SPI'IlY _'" material

• ~ stream "'

p~er_~ ~c*c~
Inert p.Jrge gas - ~~ -Oxygen gas

~,
I

Fuel gas

Figure 2.6-Schematic model of the detonation spray system',

The detonation system needs to he placed in a sound proof spray booth, since it

results in high noise levels I in excess of 150 dB. For most applications the

operations are automated. Thus, this system does not lend itself to portability.

12



2.3.5. The HVOF System

The HVOF system uses an oxygen-fuel mixture in combination with a jet

nozzle to accelerate the exit gases to supersonic velocities. Relative gas

velocities of up to 2000 mls are obtained'. These high velocity gases in turn

accelerate the powder particles to supersonic velocities of the order of 700 mls3•

The high particle velocities allows for excellent flattening of the particles to take

place, resulting in superior bond strengths and porosity levels of below 1 per

cenr'. In the past, these systems have not been portable. The latest available

'IF systems have been designed to overcome this disadvantage.

2.3.6. TOP GUN HVOF System

Powder and
carrier gas in

Oxygen in
Fuel

Flame and
heated particles

I,,
Combustion
chamber

Figure 2.7-Schematic representation of the HVOF spray system'.

The TOP GUN HVOF system was designed in the mid to late 1980's. The

TOP GUN system consists of four units: the control unit, the water cooling

unit, the powder feeder and the spray gun (Figure 2.7). The gun runs on an

oxygen-fuel mixture where the fuel may consist of either hydrogen, propane,

13



propylene, acetylene or ethylene. The coating powder is fed from the powder

feeder to the gun with either argon or nitrogen. In the gun the gases are mixed

in a mixing block and then ted into a combustion chamber where they ignite.

The gases expand through the nozzle and reach sonic conditions on exiting the

gun. Gas velocities of up to 2000 mls are reached', The coating powder is fed

axially into the combustion chamber and is heated and accelerated through the

nozzle by the hot gases. On exiting the gun the powder particles reach

velocities' of up to 900 mJs.

2.4. TOP GUN Parameters whi:;h affect coating quaiity

Coating quality is determined by tle impact temperature and velocity of a coating

particle':'. The temperature of the gas that passes through a supersonic nozzle has a

direct influence on the exit velocity of that gas. Thus, the parameters which affect the

particle temperature have a direct influence on the particle velocity.

Nakagawa" et al have shown that there seems to be a limiting velocity above which the

flattening characteristic of the particle does not improve significantly. They have

shown that this limiting velocity, when using an arc spray system, is of the order of 50

mls. Although the particles that are r,rrayed with the TOP GUN HVOF system are

probably not quite liquid and are different in composition to the particles of the arc

spray system it seems reasonable that the particles of the HVOF system will follow a

similar trend to that of the arc spray system. This suggests that the limiting flattening

velocity of these particles is significantly lower than the actual particle velocity of

approximately 900 mls. Variations in particle impact velocity due to changes in

parameters are therefore unlikely to affect the quality of the coating .

14



2.4.1. Parameters which affect the particle temperature

Combustion Chamber Size - The temperature of the particle is dependent on

its dwell time in the flame. T.L1us, an incre '~e in the barrel length or

combustion chamber size will increase the partic.e temperature", Figure 2.8

shows the effect of barrel length on the exit particle temperature for various

grades of powder.

O:71ta/F •• 1aaU. "'¥ W.lckt

Figure 2.8-Variation of theoretical flame temperature with oxygen-fuel ratio'.

Oxygen Fuel Ratio - The oxygen-fuel ratio affects the temperature of the

flame. Gas mixtures which are not stoichiometric have gases which do not

combust, resulting in a cooling of the flame. The gas mixtures which allow for

COMpletecombustion to take place render the highest temperature flames.

Since complete combustion does not always take place in the barrel of the

HVOF gun it has been found that a maximum flame temperature can be

obtained from a slightly oxidising flame as shown inFigure 2.93•

_-
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Figure 2.9-Effect of barrel length on exit particle temperature'.
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Figure 2.10-Variation of theoretical flame and particle temperature with barrel
length and spray distance'.
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Spray Distance - The supersonic flame gases are cooled when (,,·"tingthe gun

by the entrainment of the surrounding air. As me spray distance increases the

flame and hot gases are cooled more severely. The particle temperature,

therefore, reaches a maximum at C! critical distance from the gun. This critical

distance is material and gun parameter dependent':'. The effect of the

entraining air on the flame and particle temperature is shown in Figure 2.10.

Gas volume flow - Some combustion of the fuel gases takes place outside of

the nozzle, keeping the surrounding gases hot. An increase in gas volume flow

will lengthen the flame front due to added combustion taking place. The extra

length of the flame allows for an extended dwell time and can thus increase the

particle impact temperature', The lengthened flame front, however, also allows

for added acceleration of the coating particle and results in higher particle

velocities. The higher particle velocities reduce the dwell time and thus the

particle impact temperature.

2.5. The effect of grain size distribution on particle temperature and velocltv

The particle size distribution has a significant effect on particle temperature and

velocity. Due to their higher area to volume ratio, smaller particles heat faster than

larger particles. Smaller particles exhibit a more uniform temperature 0!stribution

throughout the particle. Smaller particles have less mass than larger particles and will

therefore accelerate faster. Particle size can, therefore, make a significant im}' ....:. »n

the coating quality, A large range of particle sizes will result in a larg... range of

particle impact velocities and temperatures and therefore uneven spray conditions':'.

This could result in reduced.coating quality.
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2.6. Mechanisms of wear

we coatings are applied to components to protect them from wear. Wear is the

displacement and detachment of particles from a surface caused by contact and shear

movement of the surface of another body. Adhesive and abrasive wear is the

movement of liquids or gases in contact with the surface of the body",

The wear of each surface is affected by a variety of conditions, including environment,

type of loading, relative speeds of mating surfaces, lubricant, hardness, surface finish,

presence of foreign particles, and composition and compatibility of mating surfaces",

In adhesive wear the two mating surfaces interlock resulting in tearing free of material

due to relative motion. In abrasive wear the harder surface penetrates the softer

surface, which results in gouging ann removal of material from the softer surface

when moved relative to each other. In erosion the removal of material is similar to

abrasion except that material is removed on a micro scale due to tiny particles, which

are suspended in the gas or liquid stream, impacting onto the surface".
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3. Experimental

The experimental work that was carried out for this dissertation can be divided into the

following sections:

- Spraying samples with various parameters.

These include:

- The change in comoustion gases with change in spray distance.

- The change in combustion chamber size with change in spray distance.

- The change in volume gas flow rate with change in spray distance

- Data measurement, manipulation and evaluation

These include:

• The measurement of coating thickness.

• The measurement of the cutting time of the coating.

• The measurement of the hardness of the coating.

• Metallographic analysis of the coating.

• Standardisation of data

• Correlation evaluation

• Significance testing using the paired t-test evaluation method

• Point of inflection

~L1. Spraying

Copper pipes, 300 mm in length and 15 mm in diameter, were used as substrate.

All sampie pipes were shot blasted with grade 24 alumina grit at 4 bar air pressure.

The sample pipes were mounted onto a turning device and rotated at approximately

250 rpm. The gun was mounted on a traverse unit and moved sideways to the

rotating pipe at 1.1 m1minute in each direction. A tota, of thirty traverses were

sprayed onto each pipe.
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3.1.1. Gun Parameter Settings and Limits

Spray Distance - The spray distance is the coating parameter which is believed to

;; the most profound effect on the coating properties. The entrainment of the

surrounding air has a significant effect on the flame and particle temperature as

spray distance increases. The spray distance used for the sat..nples varied between

200 mm and 700 mm. This is the maximum range for the spray distance for which a

coating can be sprayed, since the sample would overheat and melt at shorter spray

distances than 200 mm and not deposit at all at a spray distance greater than 700

mm.

Combustion Temperature - In order tv investigate the effect of the combustion

temperature on the properties of the coating, the two fuel gases, which were suitable

for spraying with the TOP GUN HVOF system were selected, i.e. propane and

ethylene. Propane has a combustion temperature of 2825°C and ethylene 2940°C.

A stoichiometric ;gen-fuel ratio was selected tor both the fuel gases. The oxygen

flow rate remained the same for both the test sets.

Combustion Chamber Size - The TOP GUN has the option of using either a 12

mm combustion chamber or a 19 mm combustion chamber. The powder is fed into

the combustion chan-be- at a relatively low velocity and is heated. It then enters the

nozzle, where it is accelerated. The size of the combustion chamber determines the

dwell time of the powder particle in the chamber and thus the amount of heat input

into the particle.

Gas Volume Flow - The investigation on the effect of gas volume flow with spray

distance on the coating properties was carried out by changing the gas volume flow

from 70% to 110 % of that recommended by the manufacturer of the TOP GUN

system, keeping the gas mixture stoichiometric. This is the maximum range over

which the flame was stable.
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3.2. Measuring

The coating thickness was measured with the aid of a micrometer. The diameter of

the pipe was measured with the micrometer before and after coating was applied.

In order to compare the coatings to each other the coating thickness is expressed in

terms of a percentage, where 100% represents the coating with. the highest deposit

efficiency.

3.3. Abrasion Resistance

The abrasion resistance was determined by placing the coated copper pipes on a

slow turning abrasive diamond wheel and measuring the time taken for the diamond

wheel to cut through the diameter of the pipe. The reason for using thin copper

tubes was to ensure that the base material has a minimal effect on the wear process.

The standard laboratory cutting machine uses a 200 mm diameter circular diamond

impregnated cutting disk. The sample is clamped onto a weighted lever arm and

rests on top of the cutting disk. As the disk rotates at aoout 120 rpm the sample is

lubi icated and cut. The abrasion resistance was determined by dividing the time

required to cut the coated pipe with the thickness of the coating and expressing it in

units of seconds per micrometer (s/~tm).

There W2:S a concern that the copper from the specimen could smear onto the cutting

disk and subsequently clog it. On investigation of the cutting of the specimen it was

noted that the main wear on the disk was coating. The first and last D!W seconds of

the cut of a sample are coating only. The coating is very hard and brittle compared

to the soft copper base resulting in automatic dressing of the cutting disk. The

cutting disk is also wafer thin and turns relatively slowly. This makes the smearing

of the copper onto the disk almost impossible.
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For consistency in the data it is assumed that the force acting on the cutting disk, the

diameter of the cutting disk and the rotational speed of the cutting disk remain

constan, diroughout the experiment. To reduce the effect of the pipe ma .rial on the

cutting time, thin waned copper pipe was used, which is significantly softer than

steel or even Tungsten Carbide. Two cuts were taken per sample to indicate

repeatability .

In order to compare the coatings to each other the abrasion resistance is expressed in

tern of a percentage, where 100% represents the coating with the highest abrasion

resistance.

3.4. Metallographic Preparation and Examinaticm

The cut samples were mounted in resin using a standard metallographic mounting

press. The samples were successively sanded fur 20 seconds with emery paper

ranging from grade 200, 400, 800 and 1200. They were then polished using a 6 JJ.m

and 1 JJ.mpolishing paste successively. The samples were then cleaned with

alcohol.

The coatings were examined using a standard metallographic microscope where

magnifications of up 800 could be obtained. The 'hardness of the coating was

measured using a standard Vickers micro hardness machine with a 300 g weight.

3.5. Data Manipulation

The raw data that is received from the experimentation is in the form of coating

hardness, coating thickness and cutting time agair.t spray distance.

Hardness: No manipulation was done on the hardness data .

.__ .__.-------_.--
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Converting Coating Thickness to Deposit Efficiency: The coatinr thickness is

directly proportional to the deposit efficiency. Of all the samples sprayed, the

sample with the thickest coating was deemed to have the highest deposit efficiency.

In order to allow for ease of comparison, all deposit efficiency data was standardised

against the maximum deposit efficiency. The coating with the maximum deposit

efficiency is therefore standardised to the value of 100. All the other data points are

adjusted proportionally to give a total range between 0 and 100. This does not

mean, however, that the coating with the highest deposit efficiency has a physical

deposit efficiency of 100 %, since there will always be some off-spray during the

spray process.

Converting Cutting Time to \Vear Resistance: Because the coating thickness of

the sprayed samples varied significantly the cutting time in itself showed little

relevance to the abrasion properties of the coating. The abrasion properties of the

coatings can, however, be expressed in time per unit thickness or seconds per

micrometer (s/!J.m). Again, in order to allow for ease of comparison, all abrasion

resistance data is standardised against the maximum data point found for the wear

resistance. This data point is given the value of 100 and all the other data are

adjusted proportionally.

Standardisation of deposit efficiency data to wear resitance data:

Standardisation is a scaling technique used to compare the trends and behaviour of

two or more sets of data. In this case the wear resistance data is to he compared to

the deposit efficiency data. The aim is to ascertain whether the wear resistance and

deposit efficiency of the coatings follow the same trend and behaviour.

The standardisation technique requires that a reference data point in each set of data

is selected. These are usually maximum or a minimum data points or data points

with a fixed x value. The ratio of the reference points are then used to scale one of

the data sets. Once the new standardised data set is determined, the data sets can be

compared and evaluated to one another.
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3.5. Statistical Evaluation

The aim of the statistical evaluation is to determine how well each set of data

compares to a trend, how data sets relate to one another and whether there is a

significant difference between the sets of data.

Curve Fitting:

When plotting the data sets against spray distance it became obvious that the data

was related to the spray distance. An attempt was made to fit polynomial functions

onto the data sets using Newton's Interpolary Divided Difference Method".

Correlation:

To ensure that the fitted curve correlated with the actual data the correlation

coefficient of the actual data against the function data is determined using the

following equation":

r

Where x represents the mean of the actual data point, Xi the actual data value, y the

mean of the corresponding data function value, Yi the corresponding data function

value and n the number of data points.

If the correlation coefficient is greater than 0.90 the correlation is considered to be

acceptable, indicating that the derived function is likely to be a fair representation of

the trend observed by the data sets.

The correlation coefficient can be used to evaluate the behaviour between two data

sets or a data set and its fitted function. A sample of the workings is shown in

Appendix A.
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Significance testing using the paired t-test method:

The paired t-test method is an evaluation technique used to determine whether there is a

significant difference between the two data sets. The paired t-test methodology sets two

hypothesis:

Ho: ~d= 0

ll(): Jl" *- 0

Where d is the difference of the corresponding data between two data sets and J.ld is the

mean of the population from which d is drawn. The standard deviation s, of the population

of d is determined by:

S d = jL=:.....-(_d_
n
_f.-l_d_)_2_

from which t,,_! is then calculated for n number of data points.

t ( /I _ I )
f.-l d

( S d )
-~-"'(=n~=l=)=-

The tll_1 is then compared to the t-distribution which shows that for v degrees of freedom

there is a P % probability that It I will exceed the tabulated value.

A probability level of 5% has been set as being significantly low enough to show that there

is no difference between the corresponding data of two data sets. Therefore, if the absolute

[,,_I value is less than the t-distribution at the 5% probability level, then Ho is retained and

there is no significant difference between the data sets. If the absolute t,l_l value is greater

than the t-distribution at the 5% probability level, then HI is retained and a significant

difference is said to exist between the data sets. A sample of the working is shown in

Appendix A.
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4. Results and Discussion

The changes in the parameter settings of the TOP GUN .HVOF system affect the particle

impact temperature and velocity. The particle impact temperature in tum affects the

properties of the coating. The manner in which these coating properties manifest themselves

and their mechanisms will be discussed in the results section.

4.1. The influence of spray distance on the particle temperature and deposit
efficiency

Flame
Temperature

Q)...
::J
~,_
Q)a.
E
~

Par·ticle Temperature

S~pray Distance

~-oo_.
~

Figure 4.1 - The schematic trend of flame temperature and velocity on the particle temperature
and velocity.
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The coating particle is injected into the combustion chamber with the aid of the nitrogen

carrier gas. It passes through the combustion chamber and is heated by the surrounding

combusting gases. The particle is then accelerated through the nozzle. The surrounding

combustion gases at this point take on supersonic velocities of up to 2000 mls. The

particle temperature and velocity continue to increase .

.:!:mo
Q.
CD
C
(/I.

oL_------------------------------------~
200 600 700300 400 500

Spray Distance (mm)

• Pr 19 Cap Eft * Pr 12 Dap Eft x Eth19 Cap Eff & Eth12 Dap Eft
Figure 4.2 -The effect of deposit efficiency against spray distance sprayed with the
following parameters, propane with a 19 mm nozzle, propane with a 12 mm nozzle,
ethylene with a 19mm nozzle and ethylene with a 12 rom nozzle.

On exiting the nozzle the flame is exposed to the cool stationary surrounding air. The

surrounding air starts to entrain into the flame due to turbulence. This entrainment of the

air increases with spray distance and results in rapid cooling and deceleration of the flame.

The particle temperature and velocity thus also reduce due to air entrainment. The typical

behaviour of the flame and particle velocity is portrayed in Figure 4.1.. As can be seen in

Figure 4.1, the slopes of the increasing particle temperature is not the same as the slope of
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the decreasing particle temperature. Such a curve can be described by a cubic polynomial

function. It is clear from Figure 4.2 and Table 4.1 that the cubic function fitted to the data

sets correlates well with the actual data; with correlation coefficients greater than 0.90.

r----I Parameter

I
I Propane 19 nun Nozzle i
I Propane 12 mm Nozzle I
I Ethylene 19mm NozzlelI .
I Ethylene 12 mm Nozzle
L- ___

Table 4.1 - The correlation coefficient of the deposit efficiency data with corresponding

Si-."'ayDistance Spray Distance Correlation l
for max data for max f(x) Coefficient

400 352 0.96

400 360 I

..1.00
------

0,91

290 285

400 380

data of the fitted function as well as spray distance for which the data and the function of the

data are at a maximum (Appendix B).

Figure 4.2 shows that a maximum deposit efficiency is reached at spray distance between

290 mm and 400 nun. This trend of increasing and decreasing deposit efficiency seems to

correlate well with the particle temperature behaviour shown in Figure 4.1., indicating that

the particle impact temperature and deposit efficiency behave in a similar fashion.

When the coating particle temperature rises to above the ideal temperature for bonding, the

deposit efficiency remains constant. This is shown by the parameter set sprayed with

ethylene and the 12mm nozzle in Figure 4.2. The deposit efficiency is not changed between

spray distances of 200 and 400 mm. This is the region where the particle impact

temperature is above its optimum level. Only once L1.eparticle impact temperature drops to

below its optimum level, i.e, at spray distances above 400 mm, does the deposit efficiency

drop.
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Table 4.1. shows that the peak maximum data varies between a spray distance of 290 mm

and 400 mm, whereas the maximum function value ranges between a spray dista...nee of

285mm and 380 mm. The difference between data maximum and the function maximum

varies oetween 5 mm and 48 mm. This is a relative short range, keeping in mind that the

coating properties do not change significantly within a range of 48 mm, especially when in

the range of peak deposit efficiency. The paired t-test between the function maximum and

actual maximum confirms that there is no significant difference between the spray distance

for the four sets of data. The summary calculations of the statistical evaluations are shown

in Appendix B.

4.2. The influence of spray distance on the cutting abrasion resistance of the
coating

Figure 4.3 displays that the trend of abrasion resistance of the coatings against spray

distance is similar to the trend of the particle impact temperature against spray distance.

From Figure 4.3 and Table 4.2 it is clear that the cubic. functions fitted to the data sets

correlate well with the actual data with correlation coefficients of greater than 0.91.

\

Parameter Spray Distance Spray Distance Correlation

for max data for max f(x) Coefficient

II
I -'""--

Propane 19 mm Nozzle 400 345 0.92

Propane 12 mm Nozzle 400 367 0.97

I Ethylene 19 mm Nozzle 290 295 0.98
..~I

I Ethylene 12 mm Nozzle 290 304[ 1.00 ..J
Table 4.2. - The correlation coefficient of the abrasion resistance data with the

corresponding data of the fitted function as well as spray distance for which the data and the

function of the data is at a maximum (Appendix B).
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Figure 4.3 -The effect of spray distance on the wear rate of coatings sprayed with the following
parameters: propane with a 19 mm nozzle, propane with a 12 rom nozzle, ethylene with a 19 mm
nozzle and ethylene with a 12 mm nozzle.

Table 4.2. shows that the peaks of the points of the data sets range betw=en a spray distance

of 290 mm and 400 mm, whereas the maximum function values ranges between a spray

distance of 304 mm and 367 mm. The difference between actual maximum and function

maximum varies between 5 mm and 55 mm. The difference between the observed

maximum and calculated maximum value could be attributed to the limited range of data

samples available compared to the endless range available to the function. This difference in

range is a relatively short, keeping in mind that the coating properties do not change

significantly within a range of 55 mm, especially when in the range of peak deposit

efficiency. The paired t-test between the function maximum and actual maximum confirms

that there is no significant difference between the spray distance for the four sets of data.

The summary calculations of the statistical evaluations are shown in Appendix B.
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The abrasion resistance of a coating is dependent on its ability to withstand the mass

removal of coating due to abrasion or erOSi'1R In a sintered we material, where the

particles are fused to each other via the matrix, me abrasion mechanism is based solely on

the synergistic effect of a cennent. In a we cerment the tough matrix holds the hard

carbide particles and prevents them from being broken away, whilst the hard carbide

particle offers a high abrasion resistance and reduces the abrasion c :the matrix material.

The we coating powder used for spraying is sieved to a size fraction of between 5 ~m and

45 urn. This powder consists of fine we particle, approximately 2 um in diameter sintered

with Ni in a 88%112% WC/Ni by mass ratio, to form the larger particles of up 45 urn in

diameter. In a we coating, the coating particles, which consist ('f sintered we and matrix

material, are packed together very tightly and bond via an interference fit. The bond

strength of these particles, often not as good as that of the parent sintered material, depends

011 the particle impact temperature and velocity,

When the coating is exposed to abrasion or erosion, .two wear mechanisms operate

simultaneously. This is shown schematically in Figure 4.4. The individual flattened

coating particles consist of fme we particles, typically 2 J.1min size, which are sintered

with Ni. The wear mechanism is focused on the rip out of these fme we, which are very

hard (2300 HV3(0) and totally embedded by the matrix material. The rate of mass removal

is solely dependent on the rate of removal of these fine we particles.
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( \
Cutting Wheel

Substrate
Figure 4.4 -Schematic representation of the wear mechanisms experienced in thermally
sprayed coatings.

If, however, the bonding (If the flattened coating particles is poor, the shear forces of the

wear mechanism will exceed the bonding forces and the flattened coating particle will tend

to break free. The resistance to break free depends primarily on the bond strength of the

coating particle. If the wear mechanism succeeds in overcoming the bond strength of the

coating particle the mass loss rate of the coating due to abrasion is directly dependent on the

bond strength of the coating.

The coating particles impact at great velocities onto the surface. On impact, the coating

particle transforms some of its kinetic energy into flattening. The rest of the kinetic energy

is passed onto the substrate and reflected via a shock wave. In an impacting coating particle

where the Ni is in its plastic state, the particle is partially flattened and the fine we particles

are held by the Ni matrix .... the repelling shock wave passes through the coatinz.

It should be noted that me abrasion resistance of the coatings sprayed with ethylene is lower

than that of the coatings sprayed wit."}propane. This is due to the overheating of the coating

particle and liquefacation of the Ni matrix. Wh....n the Ni man+ 1<' ,: •..•• jt flaH;pl:i;; out

very thinly on impact. The fine \\T ••vI. uetu firmly in the Ni matrix any

longer and may be repelled by the reflecting shock wave. The loss of we content in the

coating will reduce the abrasion resistance.
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4.3. Comparison between the wear resistance and deposit efficiency data

The comparison between the standardised deposit efficieecy data and the wear resistance at.·:

shows that the wear resistance and deposit efficiency behave in a similar fashion. Table 4.4.

statistically compares the standardised deposit efficiency with the wear resistance data and

shows that the correlation between the data sets are relatively high with a minimum of 0.84

and an maximum of 0.98. From the paired t-test, calculations show that no significant

difference could be found between the data sets. Furth:······" '.", the difference between the

maximum point of inflection between the two data sets raaged from 6 mm to 43 mm This is a

relatively insignificant difference, since changes in coating properties can L:l'dly be uetected

when sprayed at a 50 mm different spray distance.

The comparison measures between the standardised deposit efficiency and the wear resistnce

thus seem to indicate that these properties follow a similar trend and support ...the notion that

the deposit efficiency and wear resistance are related til the particle impact temperature as

discussed in Sections 4.1 and 4.2.

I
IIParameter

Eth 19

Eth 12

IC- I ti Significant difference Difference in spray Distanceorre a Ion " .between data between Max data pomts (mm)
0.98 no 30

0.86 no 43
I

PiOP 19 I 0.88 no 6

Prop 12_j__ ~ Sit' no 3
Table 4.4 - Statistical comparison between t";~ standardised deposit efficiency
and wear resistance data for various parameters (Appendix B)

I
_j

4.4. The effect of particle impact temperature on por lty

One of the traditional ways of measuring coating quality is by measuring the coating

porosity, where the lowest coating porosity indicates the highest quality if the coating. With

the introduction of superior spray equipment, however, the difference :n the measurement
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Figure ..LS -Micrograph of a coating sprayed
\\ ith propane and a 12 111m nozzle. at a spray
di-t.mce 1l12()() I1Ull. (X 2(0)

Fi::~urt' .$.7 1\1icrograph of a coating
'PI I:\.'d with propane and a 12 111m nozzle.
.1! :1 "1'1.1: distance of ~()O 111111 (X 2(0).

,.1

I' ..~'1' ...."

!. igurl' ....1) Micrograph of a coating
'I'Ll: I.'d with propan« and a 12 mill nozzle. at
,I "pla~ distance III ()()() mill. rx 20())

Figure 4.6 - Micrograph of a coating sprayed
\\ ith propane and a 12 mill nuzzle. at a spray
distance of ll)() mm. (x 2(0).

"

I

I
,--------------~~-------j
Figure 4.8 - Micrograph of a coat ing spray cd
with propane and a 12 111111 nozzle. at a spra.:
distance of 500111111. IX 200).

L____ ' _
Figure 4.10 Micrograph of a coatinj;
sprayed with propane and a 12 Illlll nozzle. at
a spray distance \)1' 7()( "11. (x 2(0).
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of the coating porosity is very difficult to distinguish, since the variance of porosity within

the coatings often matches the porosity variance between the coatings. Porosity

measurements have thus not become the appropriate measuring tool to determine the quality

of coatings sprayed the HVOF systems.

The metallographic analysis of the coatings shows no clear distinction or trends between the

various coatings. Although a few small differences in porosity can be found, the variance

within the coating often matches the variance between the coatings and is too small to make

a sound judgement on any trends that might be present. Figure 4.5 to 4.10 show the

micrographs of l-l typical group of coatings, sprayed with Propane and a 12 mm nozzle,

which were sl)' .ycd at spray distances between 200 mm and 700 mm.

The only conclusion the metallographic analysis can make is that the coatings, which were

sprayed beyond 600 111m, have high porosity levels. This is due to the particles being

sprayed too cold. At 600 mm spray distance the air has cooled the flame and coating

particle to such an extent that the particle does not deform sufficiently on impact. This

causes the particles to partially deposit or wedge themselves into the coating or even be

repelled on impact. This in turn results in a high porosity leve1.

4.5. The effect of particle impact temperature on hardnese

One of the traditional methods of measuring coating quality was to measure the hardness of

the coating. Since an increase in porosity results in a decrease in coating hardness, this

methods was a sound measuring tool for coating quality. With the introduction of HVOF

spray equipment, however, the porosity level of the coating remains less than 1 %, whereas

the wear. resistance of tne coating can vary significantly. This method of measuring coating

quality has therefore become invalid for coatings sprayed with HVOF spray systems.

In many materials the wear resistance is often directly related to the hardness of the

material. A coating, however, being a composite of particles is far more dependant on the

bonding of the particles for wear resistance than the hardness of the coating. From Figure
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4.11 and Figure 4.3. i, is obvious that the hardness data does not correlate well with the

wear resistance data. Table 4.5. shows a correlation between 0.62 and 0.95, which varies

from poor to good correlation. The paired t-test between the data revealed that there was a

significant difference between all the sets of wear resistance and hardness data.

l;a-r-a;_n~e~te_r_T Correlation

r Eth 19 " 0.89

I
Sign:ficant difference between data I

Yes

Eth 12 0.94 Yes

I _::: :: L_ :::: _ :::
Table 4.5. - The correlation coefficient and paired t-test for significant difference

between the hardness sets of data. (Appendix B)

During the hardness measurements it was noticed that the measurements within a coating

varied in range between 200 BV and 300 HV. The mean of three readings on each coating

is used to determine the data points shown in Figure 4.11. From Figure 4.11 it is evident

that the hardness of the coating decreases with spray distance and slopes down significantly

at spray distances above 500 rnm.

At spray distances beyond 500 mm the coatings show high porosity levels and poor particle

adhesion. It is thus not surprising that these coatings display relatively poor hardness

results.

The mechanism causing the hardness to decrease with spray distance is not dear. The

hardness measurement in a WC/Ni coating is directly proportional to the WC content in the

coating. A possible cause to the decrease in the hardness of the coating could be the loss of

the fine we particles to the coating. This occurs when the Ni in the coating particle softens

or liquefies when impacting onto the substrate. The loss of the we to the coating depends

011 how soft the Ni becomes on impact. The softer the Ni becomes on impact, the more it

will flatten, allowing more of the fine solid WC particles to be repelled and be lost to the

coating. This in turn reduces the owcalt Y'ardness of the coating.
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Figure 4.11 -The effect of spray distance on coating hardness with change in the
following parameters: propane with 19 mm nozzle, propane with 12 mm nozzle,
ethylene with 19 mm nozzle and ethylene with 12 mm nozzle.

The 1,)8s of the we particles in the coating results in a rapid loss in overall coating

hardness. At spray distances of more than 600 mm the coatings show increasing porosity

levels with spray distance which adds another variable to the hardness measurement of the

coatings. A linear trend would thus not be appropriate. The function of coating hardness

against spray distance would thus better be defined by a quadratic polynomial. Figure 4.11

and Table 4.6 show that the quadratic function fitted to the data sets correlates well with the

actual data with correlation coefficients of more than 0.95.
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Parameter Correlation coefficient of data against the function

Propane 19 mm Nozzle 0.95

Propane 12 mm Nozzle 0.98
--

Ethylene 19 mm Nozzle 0.95

Ethylene 12 mm Nozzle 0.97
~
Table 4.6. - The correlation coefficient of the hardness data with the corresponding data of

the fitted function. (Appendix B)

Figure 4.11. shows that the coatings sprayed with propane are harder than those sprayed

with ethylene. Table 4.7 confirms this by showing that there is a significant difference

between the data sets of Propane12 and Ethylene12 and the data sets of Ethylene19 and

Propane 19. This difference could be due to the fact that ethylene flame burns at a higher

temperature than that of propane. The increased flame temperature could lead to

overheating and liquafacation of the particle and subsequent increased loss of we particles

on impact. This would in tum result in a lower we content in the coating and thus an

overall reduction in the hardness of the coating.

r'-

SignificantDiffe~-=1r Parameters Correlation

Eth12 -Eth19 0.97 No

Eth12-Prop12 0.85 Yes

Prop 12-Prop19 0.99 No

Prop19-Eth19 0.93 Yes__~_~_<~__-L. _

Table 4:1. - The correlation coefficient and paired t-test for significant-difference

between the hardness sets of data
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4.6. The effect of combustion temperature on the coating properties

The difference in flame temperature between propane and ethylene is relatively small.

Ethylene burns at 2940°C and propane at 2825°C. The flames, however, seem to be very

different in nature. The ethylene flame is shorter, better defined and with a darker flame

colour than that of propane. This seems to suggest that ethylene has a faster combustion

flame with a shorter high level heat input than propane.

Figure 4.12 and Figure 4.13 indicate that the deposit efficiency trends between propane and

ethylene are not the same. The deposit efficiency of propane peaks at a spray distance of

400 mm and appears to fit in well with the trend discussed in Figure 4.1. The deposit

efficiency increases steadily until a peak is reached after which it drops off due to entraining

air.

The deposit efficiency of the coating. when sprayed with ethylene is already at a peak at

200 mm and begins to drop only at a spray distance of between 300 mm and 400 mm. This

corresponds with a shorter and better defined flame which was observed during spraying.

This observation together with the trends shown in Figure 4.12 and Figure 4.13 suggests

that the particles were heated faster and to a higher level. The deposit efficiencies between

a spray distance of 200 mm and 300 mm remains constant, which indicates that the Ni in

the particles was heated to beyond its melting point.

It should be noted that the abrasion resistance follows the trend of the coating deposit

efficiency. This supports the notion that the two properties are related to the bond strength

of the coating particle. The abrasion resistance trends of the ethylene coatings were 30%

to 50 % lower than the coatings sprayed with propane. This could be due to the overheating

of the coating particles when sprayed with the hotter ethylene. When the Ni in the particles

liquefies, they run the risk of losing some of their fine WC particles on impact due to

repulsion.
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Figure 4.12 -The effect of propane and ethylene on the deposit efficiency and wear
resistance using the 19 mm combustion chamber.

At greater spray distances the Ni in tho coating particles cools down to below its liquidus

level, forming a hard exterior shell, which will break open on impact onto the substrate.

This does not lend itself particularly well to bonding and thus a!so to the abrasion

resistance.

Table 4.8. shows that the correlation coefficient between the sets of data ranges between

0.73 and 0.85. This shows that the data sets for the different parameters do not correlate

well. The wear data of the Ethylene 19 and Propane 19 aets and the Ethylene 12 and

Propane 12 show a significant difference based on the paired t-test whereas the deposit

eificiency of the same sets show no significant difference. This is also seen in Figure 4.12

and Figure 4.13. It seems that the deposit efficiencies of the data sets are both relatively

high, whereas the wear resistance of the coatings sprayed with the ethylene flame is

significantly lower than the equivalent coatings sprayed with propane. This could be due

the to overheating of the particles sprayed with ethylene, which subsequently lose a

significant amount we particles on impact with the substrate but still retains the bulk of

volume which consists of the Nickel matrix.
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Figure 4.13 -The effect of propane and ethylene on the coating deposit efficiency and
wear resistance using the 12mm combustion chamber.

400 500 600

Correlation Significant

Difference

Spray Distance at

point of inflection

r Parameters

I
I ;:ePOSil Efficiency

(Prop 19 - Eth 19)

Deposit Efficip,ncr

(Eth 12 - Prop 12)

Wear Resistance

(Prop 19 - Eth 19)

Wear Resistance

0.85 No 121

0.82 No 80

0.85 Yes 97

0.73 Yes 39
(Eth 12 - Prop 12)

Table 4.8. - The correlation coefficient, paired t-test for significant and the difference

between the spray distance of point of inflection between data sets
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4.7. The effect of combustion chamber size on the coating properties

In Figure 4.14, where the coating was sprayed using propane, the deposit efficiency peak

for the 19 mm combustion chamber is at a slightly shorter spray distance than for the 12

mm combustion chamber. The deposit efficiency trends have different slopes. The trend of

the 12nun combustion chamber shows a much steeper curve than that of the 19 mm

combustion chamber. This corresponds to the expected behaviour of the coating when

changing the combustion chamber.

It takes longer for the coating particle to pass through a larger combustion chamber than

through a smaller combustion chamber. The larger combustion chamber size should thus

allow the coating particle to heat to a higher temperature before it is accelerated through

the nozzle. It therefore seems plausible that the coating properties should peak at a

shorter spray distance if a larger combustion chamber is used. The shorter combustion

chamber alIows for less heating and thus lower coating particle temperature on exiting

the gun. As the particles travel through the flame they are heated further until they are

cooled by the entraining air.
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Figure 4.14 -The effect of the 19mm Nozzle and the 12 mm Nozzle on the coating
deposit efficiency and wear resistance using propane fuel gas.

If the particles are heated to a higher temperature in the gun the peak will be less defined.

There is a possibility that the Ni in the coating particles was overheated and liquefied when

the coatings were sprayed with the 19 mm combustion chamber. This is evident from the

lower abrasion resistance trend of the 19mm combustion chamber compared to the abrasion

resistance trend of the coatings sprayed with the 12 mm combustion chamber.

In Figure 4.15, where the coatings were sprayed with ethylene, the coating properties of the

specimens sprayed with the 19 mm and the 12 mm combustic.r chambers are almost that

same. At spray distances between 200 mm and 300 mm the deposit efficiency seems to be

at its maximum throughout this range with both combustion chamber sizes. This indicates

that the particles in the combustion chambers are molten at a spray distance before 200 mm.
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Since the cooling effect of the entraining gases are similar for both combustion chamber

sizes it seems reasonable that the trend of coating properties with spray distance should be

similar. The abrasion resistance trend is again very similar to the deposit efficiency trend

for the coatings sprayed with ethylene. There is no significant difference in abrasion

resistance when changing the combustion chamber size. From the deposit efficiency trends

of the coatings "prayed with the 19mm and the 12 rom combustion chamber it is evident the

Ni in the coating has liquefied. It is therefore reasonable to expect that the coatings would

have lost some of their we when impacting onto the substrate. The abrasion resistance of

the coating is thus expected to be relatively low.
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Figure 4.15 -The effect of the 19 mm nozzle and the 12 mm nozzle on the coating
deposit efficiency and wear resistance using ethylene fuel gas,

Table 4.9. shows that the correlation coefficient between the sets of data ranges between

0.75 and 0.87. The correlation is not particularly good, but it should be noted that no

significant difference could be found between the Propane 12 and Propane 19 data sets for

the deposit efficiency as well as wear resistance. Furthermore, the spray distance for peak

..
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deposit efficiency and wear resistance between these sets is not more than 25 mm. This is a

small difference in spray distance and may be attributed to t'le difference in spray nozzles.

Parameters Correlation Significant Spray Distance at

Difference point of inflection

Deposit Efficiency 0.85
No 16

(Prop 19 - Prop 12)

Deposit Efficiency
0.87 No 25

1 (Eth 19 - Eth 12)

Wea:r Resistance
0.78 No 20

(Prop 19 - Prop 12)

Wear Resistance NO_i 38
0.75

(Eth 19 - Eth 12)

Table 4.9. - The correlation coefficient, paired t-test tor significant and the difference

between the spray distance of point of mflection between data sets

Again no significant difference could be found between the Ethylene 12 and Ethylene 19

data sets for the deposit efficiency as well as wear resistance. The spray distanc ..: tor peak

deposit efficiency and wear resistance between these sets is not more than 38 mm. This

difference in spray distance could be attributed to the difference in spray nozzles.

4.8. The effect of volume gas flow rate on the deposit efficiency

For the stoichiometric volume gas flow rate the 100% level represents the suggested level

by the suppliers of the equipment. The deposit efficiency was measured for stoichiometric

volume gas flow rates ranging from 70% to 110%. These are the levels between which the

flame is stable and the maximum output capability of the spray equipment is reached.
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Fi~ ;_6clearly indicates that the deposit efficiency shows a peak with a change in spray

distance for each volume gas flow rate setting. The peak deposit efficiency value and

position with respect to spray distance changes with volume gas flow rate. Figure 4.17

shows how the trend of the deposit efficiency peaks vary with change in volume gas flow

rate.

20

o~----------------------------------------------~
200 450 500250 300 350 400 550

Spray Disianca (mm)

• 100% +90% * 80% .70% x 1iO%

Figure 4.16 -The effect of stoichiometric volume 1:;.. .., flow on the deposit efficiency.

With the increase in volume gas flow rate, the length of the flar.: ~is increased. This causes

the cooling of the entraining gas to affect the flame at a longer spray distance. The coating

particle is thus exposed to the flame for a longer time reaching higher impact temperatures.

The increase of iae volume gas flow rate also increases the thrust of the flame and

effectively the acceleration of the particle. The increase of the particle acceleration and

velocity results in a shorter dwell time in the flame and thus a lower particle impact

temperature. The effect of these two influences is clearly evideiz in Figure 4.16 and Figure

4.17 where the 70% to ;,.:~:b curves show an increase in deposit efficiency whilst the 100%

and 110% curves show that the deposit efficiency decrease') with increases with volume gas

flow rate.
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Since the data sets for the volume flow rate only had three points the highest polynomial

function that can be fitted is a quadratic curve which has to be a perfect fit and will thus

have a correlation coefficient of 1. If more data were available a cubic polynomial could

have been fitted, with probably a lower correlation coefficient.
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o
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I

600250 300 350 400 450 500 550

Spray Distance (mm)
Figure 4.17 -The effect of stoichiometric volume gas flow on the peak deposit efficiency
as obtained from Figure 4.16.
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5. Summary of Conclusion

The primary objectives of this project were to investigate and analyse the effect of spray

parameters on the properties of 88/12 WC/Ni coatings sprayed with the TOP GUN thermal

spray system.

These objectives were achieved by:

1 -Identifying the relevant spray parameters affecting the properties of the coatings.

2 -Sprzymg coatings with various parameters.

3 -Measuring .the properties of the coatings.

4 -Analysing the effect of the spray parameters on the coating properties.

5 - Deducing the mechanisms which govern the properties of the coatings.

From the work performed in this project the following conclusions can be made:

1 _. With the change in spray parameters the hardness shows a tendency to decrease with

spray distance, while the abrasion resistance and deposit efficiency increases, peaks and

decreases with change in spray distance. The hardness data can best be approximated

by fitting a linear or cubic curve. It was shown that there is a significant difference

between the standardised hardness data and the wear resistance data. Porosity levels do

not change significantly with spray distance except at spray distances above 600 mm

where abrasion resistance and deposit efficiency is poor. The traditional methods of

measuring the hardness and coating porosity to determine the quality of the coatings

therefore do not apply to coatings sprayed with a HVOF thermal spray system.

2 - The deposit efficiency and abrasion resistance show related trends to that of the particle

impact temperature, with a change in spray distance. This trend behaviour can best be

approximated by fitting a cubic polynomial to the data. The wear mechanism is shown

to be related to the resistance of the coating particle to be ripped out of the coating

during abrasion. This resistance to rip out is related to the bond strength of the particle

to the coating, which in turn il;' related to the particle impact temperature. The deposit
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efficiency is also related to how well a particle will bond to the coating. Thus, by

measuring the deposit efficiency of a coating one can determine whether the abrasion

properties are at an optimum.

3 - Changes in fuel gas does not seem to affect the abrasion resistance significantly. This

is, however not the case for the deposit efficiency. The coating particles sprayed with

ethylene reach a higher temperature at shorter spray distances than the coating particles

sprayed with propane. The deposit efficiency data showed no significant difference

between the coatings sprayed with ethylene and those sprayed with propane. The wear

resistance data, however, was significantly lower for' coatings sprayed with ethylene

than those sprayed with propane.

4 - The change in combustion chamber size changes the particle temperature with spray

distance. The deposit efficiency and abrasion resistance trends thus shift with spray

distance respectively. No significant difference could be found between the wear

resistance and deposit efficiency data for the coatings sprayed with the 19 mm nozzle

and the coatings sprayed with the 12 mm nozzle. The only difference depicted is that

the spray distance of the peak values for the wear resistance and the deposit efficiency

was slightly higher for the coatings sprayed with the 19 nun nozzle than those sprayed

with the 12 mm nozzle.

5 - The change in volume gas flow rate shifts the deposit efficiency peak with spray

distance. As the volume gas flow rate increases the peak deposit efficiency increases,

levels off and decreases again. This is due to the dynamics of the change in thrust of

the flame, the acceleration of the particle. and the entrainment of the surrounding air.

The fact that the deposit efficiency of a coating relates to the wear resistance of a coating

has significant implications in the improving the ease and decreasing the cost of determining

the peak wear resistance of coatings sprayed with a HVOF thermal spray system.
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7. Appendix A - Sample calculation for statistical evaluation

Sample Data - Properties of Coatings Sprayed with Propane and a 19 mm Nozzel

a. 1;) CI) wE'
CI) c (.)c·- e c.

rf!. " g, m <I)~ ~. ~ C
(!) '" cu en>- (.) ,r::! >< 'iii ..ru _0 C ~(.)CI) W~

e ._ c S cu C Q:! I
~.! ~.~ tG .!!! -g,~ ; ; ;c. .~ go IE CI) rJ) S IE CI) ~ _~we ow ~& ww? ~

-~ 91 46.60 62.73 16.13~60.21
290 ! 98 50.94 67.95 11.01 289.46
400 I 99 68.57 68.61 0.04 0.00
450 I, 75 58.24 52.27 -5.97 35.61
500 74 51.66 50.96 -0.70 0.49I 550 I 71 46.20 49.00 2.80 7.86

. 600 66 42.39 45.74 3.35 11.23
~ 700 28 5.77 19.60 13.83 191.31
I Sum (S01.88 370.37 416.88 46.51 796.17

IMean ().1) 75.24 46.30 52.11 5.81 99.52
LSt ~ev L22.79 18.3'1 15.79 8.~7 125.54

Table 7.1. - Data used to determine the significant difference of the standardised deposit
efficiency and the wear resistance of the coatings sprayed with propane and a 19 mm nozzle
for the coating

c.
CD
C

Standardisation

The maximum value for the wear resistance is 68.57 %. The maximum Value for the
Deposit efficiency is 99 %. To standardise the deposit efficiency values against the wear
resistance values the deposit every deposit efficiency value needs to be divided by 99 and
multiplied by 68.57.



Significance evaluation using the paired t-test

The paired t-test methodology sets two hypothesis:

H[]: ~ltl= 0

u; ild::l; 0

Where d is the difference of the corresponding data between two data sets and ild is the

mean of the population from which d is drawn. The standard deviation Sd of the population

of d is determined by:

S d

" ..

n

Thus, based on the data in Table 7.1.

S d = 8 .67

From the mean and the standard deviation of the difference of the two data sets in Table

7.1.,

f(n-I)
fJ d-

( J
s d·-V( n 1 )

f(S_I)
- 5 .81 - 1 .77= r 8 .67 J

-

..J(8 - "I )

calculated for 8 number of data points.
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The t7 is then compared to the t-distribution table" which shows that for 7 degrees of

freedom there is a 5 % probability that It I will exceed the tabulated value.

v = 2.36

Since

T7 < 2.36

~J is retained. Thus, there is no significant difference between the two sets of data.

Correlation

[-;---
>.~ -~ ::1..

I
g ~ (.)0

I -0 - N c"C N ~::1..
CI) - u: -;t:::>. ::1.. ::l (I) CI) ::1.. ::1...

I~ UJ e ,_ (.) • I
._ N W I r 0.ctI C (J'-s oc (1).5 ... 110. S'E Q. 110. 110. (I)0.(1) C'G «I cu cue

>- (1)'- 3: .~
~ ~

WCU (I)

~ ~-oJIC~ "C Cn:I UJ o.c110. (I) - CDS ,..; _t/)

JQ. Q! -C/) CCI;) U)-
J 200 9'1 46.60 0.30 0.09 62.73 10.62 112.81 3.23
I 290 98 50.94 4.64 21.56 61.95 15.84 251.03 73.57

I 400 99 68.57 22.27 496.12 68.61 16.50 272.31 367.56
450 75 58.24 11.94 142.65 52.2T 0.16 0.03 1.94

r 500 74 51.66 5.36 28.77 50.96 -1.15 1.31 -6.15
I 550 71 46.20 -0.10 0.01 49.00 -3.11 9.65 0.30
I 600 ! 66 42.39 -3.91 15.26 45.74 -6.37 40.56 24.88I 700 28 5.77 -40.53 1642.38 19.60 -32.51 1056.80 1317.44

2: I 601.88 370.37 2346.84 '416.88 1744.50 1782.77I

L_ ~l L75.24 46.30 52.11----- ----Table 7.2. - Data used to determine the correlation coefficient of the standardised deposit
efficiency and the wear resistance of the coatings sprayed with propane and a 19 mm
nozzle for the coating

The Correlation between the data sets of the wear resistance and the standardised deposit
efficiency is

,,2 = 1782.77 = 0.88
.J2346.84 *1744.50
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8. Appendix 8 - Summary Tables of Statistical calculations

Comparison between the Standardised Dep Eff and Wear Resistance data

Corr Std Dev Paired t t-value d (SD) of max f(x)
Eth 19 0.98 3.98 0.77 3.18 30
Eth 12 0.86 10.55 2.40 2.57 43
Prop 19 0.91 8.11 1.89 2.36 6
Prop 12 0.84 21.93 0.21 2.78 3

Comparison between Deposit Efficiency Data Sets

Corr Std Dev Paired t t-value d (SD) of max f(x)
Eth19 - Eth12 0.87 20.45 2.17 2.57 25
Prop 19- Prop12 0.85 29.59 -1.22 2.78 16
Eth 12 - Prop 12 0.82 15.97 0.87 2.78 80
Prop19 - Eth 19 28.30 24.31 -2.11 2.57 121

Corr Std Dev Paired t t-value d (SD) of max f(x)
Eth19 - Eth12 0.75 11.88 2.53 2.57 38
Prop 19- Prop12 0.78 29.02 0.13 1.78 20
Eth 12 - Prop 12 0.73 22.11 -1.90 2.78 39
Prop19 - Eth 19 0.85 23.12 -2.77 2.57 97

Comparison between Wear Resistance Data Sets

Comparison between Hardness Data Sets

Corr Std Dev Paired t t-value
Eth19 - Eth12 0.97 70.26 -0.15 2.57
Prop 19- Prop12 0.99 187.39 -0.41 2.78
Eth 12 - Prop 12 0.85 63.50 -4.45 2.78
Prop19 - Eth 19 0.93 115.14 -3.27 2.57

Corr Std Dev Paired t t-value
Eth 19 0.89 11.32 -5.86 3.18
Eth 12 0.94 7.85 -6.59 3.18
Prop 19 0.62 17.17 -3.71 2.36
Prop 12 0.87 13.36 -2.86 2.78

Comparison between standardised Hardness and Wear Resistance Data Sets
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Comparison of Data and Best Fit Function
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~ ~

0:1 C. ~ " ~
~ ~ ~ .~ E ~ ~ ~ s ~

Spray Distance=200 33.26 100.00 1213 39.39 100.00 1138 46.60 90.57 1345 58.2(' 57 1261.00
Spray Distance=290 41.24 100.00 1216 41.24 100.00 1085 50.94 98.11 1203 90.45 71 1198.00
Spray Distance=40u 34.91 80.19 1050 36.41 100.00 820 68.57 99.06 1089 61.71 90 1065.00
Spray Distanee=450 58.24 75.47 1120 !

Spray Distante=500 8.22 73.00 850 37.33 70.75 732 81.77 73.58 968 76.40 71 851,00:
Spray Distance=550 46.20 70.75 790
Spray Distance=600 6.76 9.43 530 19.55 56.60 476 42.39 66.04 498 19.22 42 533.001

Spray Distance=700 0.00 4.72 361 8.11 9.43 375 5.77 28.30 S60 0.00 28 548.00i
Coefficient a 3.27E-06 3.44E-06 -4.63E-03 -3.38E-06 -3.00E-07 -4.64E-03 -8.94E-07 -9.30E-08 -1.10E-02 -8.38E-07 1.5IE-06 -4.64E-03

1

Coefficient b -4.2IE-03 -4.67E-03 i,92E+OO 4.l9E-03 -1.00E-04 1.92E+OO 5.56E-04 -2.96E-O. 6.83E+OO -9.70E-06 -2.63E·03 1.92E+od

Coefficient c L60E+OO 1.71E+OO l.05E+03 -1.7IE+OO 1.26E-Ol 1.05E+03 2. I9E-02 1.91E-Ol 3.55E+02 3.37E-Ol 1.30E+OO 1.05E+03j

Coefficient d -1.46E+02 -8.48E+OI 2.66E+02 8.16E+Ol 2.45E+Ol 9.40E+Ol 1.06E+OO -1.15E+02 I
Corr of data vs, f(x) 0.98 0.99 0.94 1.00 0.99 0.97 0.92 0.96 0.94 0.97 0.91 0.941

I
Number of Data Points 4 4 4 6 6 6 '7 7 7 6 6 6

1
I

Spr.Dist. for max. data 290 290 290 290 400 400 400 400
Spr.Dist. for max. !(x:} 285 255 J23 280 382 376 362 360 !
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